Energy in the Balance
Adapted from The NEED Project

Preparation
Make enough copies of the five Energy Source Rating Sheets so that each
group of three students has a complete set. Make one transparency of each
rating sheet on which to record a class summary of the group results.

Grade Levels: 4-6

Procedure
Divide your class into groups of three students. Provide one set of rating
sheets to each group. For younger students, you may want to complete the
first rating sheet with the students as a class.
Explain to the students that they will be working in groups to complete
rating sheets about the ten major sources of energy used in the United
States. They will complete the rating sheets by reading each statement and
deciding as a group if it is:
u Fact: If the statement isn’t a good or a bad thing about the source, then
it’s a fact. For Example: We’re going on a field trip today.
u Advantage: If the statement is a good thing about the energy source,
then it’s an advantage. For example: We’ll have cake and ice cream on the
field trip.
u Disadvantage: If the statement is a bad thing about the energy source,
then it’s a disadvantage. For example: The bus for the field trip is late.

Materials Needed:
r Rating sheets, sets of 5
r Transparencies (5)
r Pens and markers

Tell the students to disregard the Rating column as they complete the
forms. They will complete this column later, after they have read all of the
rating sheets.
u Disagreements: If the students in the group cannot agree on a statement after a brief discussion, they should note that on the sheet and move
on to the next statement.
u Finish: Have the groups write their names on the back of the rating
sheets, collect them, and explain that the students will work in the same
groups the next day.
Have the students return to their groups. Explain that they will begin
deciding how important the advantages and disadvantages are by rating them.
The groups will complete the rating sheets one at a time, then compile a
class average, before moving on to the next rating sheet. Give the students
the following explanations:
u Fact: If the group decided the statement is a fact, the rating for that
statement is a zero. There is no rating (0) to a fact that is neither an advantage nor a disadvantage.
u Advantage/Disadvantage: If the group decided that the statement is an
advantage or a disadvantage, they must decide the importance of the advantage or disadvantage—its rating.
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Science SOLs: 4.8, 5.7, 6.3,
6.5, 6.11, PS.6, ES.7

Objectives:
This cooperative activity
encourages students to
evaluate the advantages and
disadvantages of the major
energy sources through a series
of rating activities.
Vocabulary Words:
atom
advantage / disadvantage
biomass
carbon dioxide
coal
electricity
fission / fusion
geothermal energy
greenhouse gas
hydroelectric power
import / export
kinetic
mining
natural gas
nuclear energy
nucleus
petroleum
photovoltaic cell
potential
propane
reclamation
renewable / nonrenewable
reservoir
solar energy
uranium
wind energy
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Write the scale below on the chalk board for the students to use as a guide:
Disadvantage

-10

-8

-6

-4

-2

0

+2

+4

+6

+8

+10

Advantage

Notice that all advantages are positive numbers—they add to the value of the energy source; while all
disadvantages are negative numbers—they subtract from the value of the energy source.
Explain that the groups can decide on any number between –10 and +10 as the rating. For example:
u Our basketball team is playing our big rival on Friday night. (Fact)
u Our coach has a cold. (Disadvantage -1)
u Their best player broke his leg yesterday. (Advantage +8)
u We’re playing in their gym. (Disadvantage -4)
u We’ve beaten them twice this year. What do you think?
u Rate the Sources: Once all of the students understand the rating system, they should begin to rate the
first energy source—Biomass. For younger students, you may want to complete the first sheet as a class. Each
group should try to reach a consensus on the rating, but if they cannot, they should compromise by calculating the average rating for the group. Emphasize that there are no right or wrong answers in the ratings and
that it is all right for different people and groups to place different values on the advantages and disadvantages.
u Total the Rating: After the groups have completed each sheet, they should calculate the total rating for
the sheet by adding the positive numbers together and subtracting the negative numbers. The total can be
a negative number.
Summarize
Using the transparency of the rating sheet and
the overhead projector, tally the results of all
the groups, statement by statement, as shown
in the sample here:

u Disagreements: If there is disagreement about whether a statement is fact, an advantage or a disadvantage, have one student from each opposing group give the rationale for their decision. The rating scores can
also be discussed, if there is a marked disparity in the scores and you wish to expand the unit.
u Average the Results: Work with the students to average the rating for each source by adding together all
of the scores and dividing by the number of groups. Each group should write the average score next to their
group’s rating for comparison.
Discussion
Ask the students if they notice a trend in their group’s ratings, compared to the average. For example, are
some groups more concerned about environmental impacts than economic impacts?
Finish
Follow the procedure above for the remaining rating sheets.
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Energy Source Rating Sheet

Energy Source Rating Sheet

Energy Source Rating Sheet

Energy Source Rating Sheet

Energy Source Rating Sheet

Coal Mine Production (Short Tons) in Virginia
by County and Mining Method, 1997

Source: Virginia Division of Mines.
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Trend in Natural Gas Production and Value, 1970-1997

Source: Va. Department of Mines, Minerals and Energy, 1998.

Trend in Coal Production and Value, 1970-1997

Source: Va. Department of Mines, Minerals and Energy, 1998.
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Trend in Oil Production and Value, 1970-1997

Source: Va. Department of Mines, Minerals and Energy, 1998.

Total Value of Mineral Production in Virginia, 1970-1997

Source: Va. Department of Mines, Minerals and Energy, 1998.
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